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Division algorithms for continued fractions and the Pad6 table 
A. Bultheel (*) 
ABSTRACT 
It is known [26] that the Viskovatoff  algorithm can be generalized to cover the computat ion o f  
cont inued fractions whose successive convergents form the Pad6 approximants of  a descending 
staircase or diagonal, even in the case of  a non-normal Pad6 table. It is the intent ion o f  the author 
to generalize this idea to other paths o f  the Pad6 table and in this way l ink together some algo- 
r ithms scattered in l iterature. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let f(z) = ~ fk zk be a formal Laurent series with 
complex coeffu:ients. The index of the rightmost 
(leftmost) nonzero coefficient iscalled the degree 
(order) of f (z) and is denoted by d ° f (z) (ord f(z)). 
If ord f (z) • 0, then f (z) is called a formal power 
series. Although a formal power series f (z) need not 
represent a function, it will be convenient to indicate 
by f (0) the constant term in f (z). 
For a given formal power series f(z) we denote by 
[L/M] its (L, M)-th Pad6 approximant (ff it exists) 
i.e. the rational form P [L / M] (z)/Q [L/M] (z) where 
p[L/M] and Q[L/M] are polynomials solving : 
d ° P[L/M](z) g L, 
d ° Q[L/MI(z) g M, 
p[L/M] (z) and Q[L/M] (z) are relative prime, 
Z [L/M] (z) = Q[L/M] (z) f(z) - p[L/M] (z) satisfies 
Z[.L/M.I(z)= N • L + M + 1, 
normaJazatlon. 
If a solution exists, then it is unique, z[L/M](z) is 
called the residual. The normalization fLxes the con- 
stant factor that may appear in p[L/M] (z) and 
Q[L/M] (z). We will not specify this normalization 
and therefore we should speak of Pad6 approximant 
up to some normalization, but we will loosely use 
the term Pad6 approximant anyhow. 
The structure of the Pad6 table containing the Pad6 
approximants is well known (see e.g. [17]). If 
f (0) =/= 0, it consists of square "blocks", called singular 
if the/r dimension isgreater than one. See [13] and 
[17] for more details. 
The paths in the Padfi table we are going to consider 
are staircases, diagonals, awteeth and rows, defined for 
k • + 0 as the ordered sets : 
Descending staircase : 
T k = {[k/0], [k + 1/0], [k + 1/11, [k + 2/11 ..... [k + j/j], 
[k+j+ l/j], [k+j+ 1/j + 1] . . . .  ) 
Diagonal :
D k = {[k/O], [k + 1/11 ..... [k +j/j] .... ) 
Ascending staircase : 
U k = {[k/0], [k-l/0], [k - i / i ]  ..... [k -j/j], [k- j -  l/j], 
[k -j - l / j  + 1] ..... [O/k-11, [O/k]) 
Antidiagonal : 
E k = {[k/O],[k-1/ll ..... [k-j/ j] ..... [O/kl) 
Sawteeth : 
S k + = ([k/O],[k+l/Ol ,[k/ l l , [k+l/ l l  ..... [k/j l ,[k+l/j l  .... ) 
S k = {[k+ 1/0], [k/O], [k+ 1/11, [k/l] ..... [k/j + 1], [k/j] .... ) 
Row : 
L k= {[k/Ol,[k/1] ..... [k/j] .... ) 
All these paths can be reflected in the main diagonal of 
the pad~ table and these reflected paths are indicated 
by a negative index e.g. for nonnegative k 
D_k= ([0/k],[1/k+l] . . . . .  [j/k+j] .... ) etc. 
If Pk' k • ÷ 0 is a path of the Padd table of f (z), the 
elements of which are found by some algorithm work- 
ing on the coefficients of the series f(z), then we can 
Fred the elements of P-k in a similar way from the 
l / f  (z) series. We thus only treat k • + 0. 
A path P is not normal if two or more of its successive 
elements are in the same singular block. In that case we 
indicate by P the reduced path, containing only the 
first of those successive elements in the same singular 
block. 
(*) A. Bultheel, K.U. Leuven, Afdeling Toegepaste Wiskunde en Programmatie,  Celestijnenlaan 
200 A, B-3030 Heverlee (Belgium). 
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We will need the following notation for the division 
of two power series : 
oo  
Let Si(z ) = kZ=O Sikzk, i= 0,1, SO0 = S0(0 ) :/: O, 
then by 
(Sl(Z)/S0(z ))+ = [p(z), R(z)] we mean that p(z) is 
the polynomial of degree g n, consisting of the first 
n + 1 terms in the formal power series expansion of 
Sl(z)/S0(z ), and that R(z) is the residual, i.e. : 
Sl(z)/So(z ) = p(z) + R(z)/So(z ) or 
R(z) = Sl(Z ) - p(z)S0(z ). [ I fn < 0, then set p(z) = 0 
and R(z)= sl(z)]. 
If Si(z ), i = 0, 1 are formal Laurent series of Finite 
degree n i then we can make a formal division 
Sl(z)/S0(z ) with the powers ofz  in Si(z ) ordered 
from high to low. The "quotient" and the "residual" 
will have their powers ordered accordingly. The idea 
is to peel off the terms of highest degree in Sl(Z ). 
The result of such a division is denoted as 
(Sl(z)/S0(z)) n = [p(z), R(z)] and means that 
Sl(Z ) = p(z)S0(z ) + R(z) with p(z) a Laurent poly- 
nomial with d ° p(z) g n I - n o and ord p(z) > n -n  o 
while R(z) is a formal Laurent series of degree *g n. 
[ I fn 1 *~ n then p(z) = 0 and R(z) = Sl(z)]. 
An example : 
+ =( l+3z_z  2, 2z 3) (1+ 4z+ 2z2+z3/ l+z)2  
( l+4z+2z2+z3/ l+z}2=(z  2,  l+4z+z  2) 
It is not difficult to see that the { )+ and the { )-  
divisions are related to one another by the following :
n skzk ~0 let S(z)= Z and S(z)= Sn_k zk, then if 
- -OO 
fsl(z)/g0(z)) + n 1- n -1 = [q(z), S(z)], then 
(Sl(z)/S0(z)) n = [p(z), R(z)] with 
n I - n 0 n 1 
p(z) = q(1/z) z and R(z) = S(1/z) z . 
2. DESCENDING STAIRCASES AND DIAGONALS 
The following algorithm is a generalized Viskovatoff 
algorithm, as will be char from theorem 1. 
Given Si(z), i = 0, 1, two formal power series with 
d °Si(z ) g d ig  oo, 
f(z) = S0(z) and suppose S0(0)SI(0 ) 4= 0 without s1(~) 
loss of generality. 
For some integer k • + 0 and r = 1 or 0, define 
algorithm Al(r) as follows : 
ALGORITHM Al(r) 
Initialization 
(0) v 0 = k, ~0 = 0, v 0 = s0(0), v I = Sl(0) 
for i = 0, 1, 2 .... do the following : 
(1) {v i + 1Si(z)/viSi + l(Z) )+ = [pi(z), z #i + 1S i + 2(z)], v i 
S i + 2(0)4:0 
(2) vi+ 2 = Si+ 2(0) 
di+ 2 = max (d i, d i+ 1 + vi) - /a i+ 1 
vi~ 1=/2i+1 - v i - r .  
Theorem I 
For algorithm Al(r) as defined above, we have 
(1) dOSi(z)~ d i, /a i+ l•  v i+ l ;  vi;* 1- r  
(2) 
Pi(0)=1, v i~0 
1 n 
f(z) = --~-1 [Vo po(z) + iz1.= 
n = O, 1, 2 ... .  
V i=  0,1,2 ... .  
vi+iz/~i 
[ vi Pi (z) 
?n+l  Sn+2(z ) I] 
I+I_ Sn+l(Z) 
(3) ff d 0, d I < ~ then the algorithm finishes after 
a f'mite number of iterations, i.e. there exists a 
Finite n such that 
{v n + 1SnCZ)/vnSn + l(Z) )V+n = [pn(Z), 0] 
(i.e. the approximation is exact). 
(4) the n-th convergent 
#i 
cCn)(z)=P(n)Iz) =~v z ~ vi+ l z  I] 
Q(n)(z ) Vl[ oPo( )+ i= l  [ viPi(z) 
is such that 
n N 
z(n)(z) = Q(n)(z) f(z) - P()(z) = (-I) n z nSn+2(z)/Sl(Z), 
with 
n+l  
Nn  = i~1 #i" 
The proof is simple by construction and an induction 
argument. 
n N 
Remark that if we take Sl(Z ) - 1, then (-1) z nSn+2(z ) 
is exactly the residual z(n)(z), so that the (-1)ivi are 
the first nonzero coefficients in the successive r siduals 
and step (1) of the algorithm is a residual recursion. 
This algorithm is in fact a recursive construction of the 
reduced staircase T k k • + 0, or the reduced iagonal 
0 k k • + 0 as may he seen from the following :
Theorem 2 
With the notation of theorem 1 the successive con- 
vergents C (n) are the Padd approximants 
- " ii i i i | i i 
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(A) of the reduced staircase Tk k ~ + 0 if r = 1 and 
of the reduced iagonal 13 k k ~ + 0 if r = 0. (B) 
Proof 
The following technical lemma will be needed in the 
proof and is stated here slightly more generally for 
future reference : 
Lemma I
If v 0=c,  /~0 =0'  v i=g i -v i _ l - r ;  i=1 ,2  .... 
then 
n 
V2n = i~ 1 (/~2i - g2i-  1) + c 
n 
V2n + 1 = i~0 (gt2i+ 1 -/a2i) - (c + r) 
The proof of the lemma is simply by induction and 
is omitted. 
Using this hmma, it is not difficult o prove the fol- 
lowing properties of the successive convergents of the 
continued fraction constructed by A1 : (n ~ 1) 
(2) The algorithm A1 is an extension to the non- 
normal case of known algorithms like some of 
those mentioned in [2, 7, 8, 14, 20, 21, 23, 28, 29, 
32, 33, 37]. Similar results are found in [26]. Note 
also that the algorithm is formulated in terms of 
"residuals" but other formulations are possible 
[4, 5, 6, 12]. Several of the algorithms are further 
related in [5, 6]. 
(3) Examples : 
f(z) = 1 + z 4 
1 -z  5 
: Zl~ z z _ ~  2z[ 
I )2: l+[-~_:-~z 2] - lZ+~z + -1~+2z - 2z~11+2 
3. SAWTOOTH ALGORITHM (NORMAL CASE) 
Paths like sawteeth and rows may also be treated by a 
similar division-algorithm. However, the division of 
n successive "residuals" must be interrupted to avoid 
d°Q(2n)(z) = ~1 gt2i with coefficient of highest degree : increasing the degree of the numerator as in the pre- 
vious algorithms. E.g. for a staircase T+0, one would 
V2n+ 1V2n-1 ""v34=0" 
n 
d°p(2n-1)(z) = ~1/~2i-1 with coefficient of highest 
degree : V2nV2n_ 2 "'" v24= 0. 
Further also 
d°p(2n)(z) ~ d°Q(2n)(z) + k and 
d°Q (2n-1)(z) ~ d°P (2n-1)(z) - k -  r. 
Using a known relation for continued fractions one 
finds that 
compute 
S0(z) - t0  t~-A1 ~f f  + ] S 3 
+ z +z  zS4[  , 
S 1 (z) 
ti= Si(0)/Si+ 1 (0) 
1 (Si_t i  S i+l  ) Si+ 2 =--~-- 
i = 0, 1, 2 
i=0 ,1 ,2  
The second convergent however has a degree configura- 
tion [1/1] where for S~ one would want [0/1] instead. 
Thus one may introduce/'2 to obtain this resuh 
Nn_l p(n)Q(n-17 _Q(n)p(n-1) = (_ 1)n + 1vllv2v3 .." Vn + lZ 
and thus one sees the p(n) and Q(n) can only have a 
common divisor of the form z m. 
This is excluded because 
P(n)(0) = v0c 4= 0 and Q(n)(0) = VlC :/= 0 
with c = VlV 2 ...  v n. 
This verifies that p(n)/Q(n) is irreducible. Because of 
the approximation rder N n and the degree constraints 
on p(n) and Q(n) it follows that C (n), n = 0, 1 . . . .  are 
the Pad~ approximants of the paths as desired. 
Remarks 
(17 In the normal case we have 
(a) for the staircase Tk : vi-- 0, /~i+1 = 1, 
pi(z)= 1 for i~ 0 and 
(b) for the diagonal D k : vi= 1, ~ti+l= 2
for i~ 0. 
Y~2 S4(z) [ 
o+ • + • +ls3( ) sl(z ) 
T2=-t  0;  $4=S 2 -T  2S 3 
and the next step is 
zs , S0(z) _t0+ z + z + 1 +[ S4 
Sl(Z ) 
t 3 = S3(0)/S4(0 ) 
whereafter again a suitable T 4 has to be found etc... 
We call this a constrained ivision algorithm because 
the successive divisions can not go on one after another 
since we have to interrupt them for the introduction 
of constants T i to take care of the constraint implied 
by the numerator degree. 
Given two formal power series Si(z ), i= 0, 1 with 
Si(0 ) :/: 0, f(z) = S0(z) and some integer k ;* + 0. 
Sl(Z) 
Defme algorithm $1 as follows : 
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ALGORITHM S 1 
Initialization 
P-l(Z) = o 
{So(z)/S1(z))~ = [po(z) ' z k + 1 S2(z)] 
{sl(Z)/s2(z)}o= [Po, z s-2(z)] 
P'O (z) = PO (z) P0 + zk + 1 
for i = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  do the following : 
{zPj _l(Z)/Pj _l(Z)}k = [- irj, Pj (z)] 
Sj +2(z)= Sj + l(Z) -Irj ~ + l(Z) 
~ (z) = Pj Pj(z) + ~_  l(Z) 
That algorithm $1 computes the sawtooth S~ in 
the normal case will follow from 
Theorem 3
For algorithm S1 as def'med above we have 
(1) f(z)=Po(z)+ [ P0 
Sn+2( / I=%/Z)+lzk+l I + z I 
+lSn+l(z) Po I~rl 
1 I +.. .+ ~[~J + zSn+ 2 (z) .I 
+l"n lgn+l(Z/ 
(2) IfC (0) = Po(z) = P(O)(z), Q(O)(z) = 1 and 
z I+ + z I= P(n)(z) 
c(n)=Po(z) I #0 + I 'h "'" 1% q(n)(z) 
n• l  
and 
~-(n) = eo(Z ) +1 PO . . . .  Qt"J(z) 
n~O 
then 
Z (n)(z) = Q(n)(z) f(z) - pCn)(z) 
= (_ l)nzk + 1 +n Sn + 2(z)/Sl(Z) 
and 
z(n)(z) = Q(n)(z) f(z) - P(n)(z) 
(_l)n+lzk+2+n- = S n + 2 (z) I SlCz) 
(3) Under non degeneracy conditions (~rj =/= O, Oj =/=0") 
C a) d°p(n)(z) = k; d ° Q(n)(z) = n 
d°p(n)(z)= k+ 1; dOQ(n)(z)= n 
(b) The constant erms are 
P(n)(o) = P(O)(o) • Po(1 + Pllrl)... (1 +Pn-11rn-1)~rn 
~n)(o) = P(°)(o).po(1 +p irrl)...(1 + Pn-1%-1) 
Q(0)(0) = 1; Q(n)(0) = P0(1 +Pllr l) . . .  (1 +Pn_lTrn_l)Cr n 
n ;* l  
(~(n)(o) = Po(1 + p11r1) ... (1 + Pnlrn ) 
The proof of  this is very simple and in the same 
styh as in theorem 1. 
As in theorem 2, the convergents will' be irreducible 
if the constant erms in numerator and denominator 
are nonzero, i.e. P0 4= 0 and all 1 +pirr i 4= 0, 7r i 4= 0. 
Lemma 2 
In algorithm $1, the following conditions are equivalent : 
(1)Pi4=oo and lr i+14=0, V i~ 0, 
(2) Pi and lri÷ 1 are Finite and nonzero V i • 0, 
(3) C (i) and ~(i) are irreducible V i • 0. 
Proof  
It follows from the algorithm that if pj 4= ~ then 
(1 + lrj pj) Sj + 2(z) = Sj + l(Z) - lrj z Sj ÷ 2(z) 
so that in case p i 4= o, "¢i [i.e. Si(0 ) 4= 0, Vi] it fol- 
lows from the previous equality (by setting z = 0) that 
also 
1 + Ir jpj4=0 "¢j. 
By construction Pi cannot be zero and ¢t i ÷ 1 cannot 
be infinite. 
Corollary I 
If L k is a normal row in the Pad6 table of f (z), then 
the elements in S~ are the convergents of the con- 
tinued fraction constructed by algorithm $1. 
Proof 
Theorem 2 says that they are Pad~ forms (perhaps 
reducible) and if L k is normal, then [k/j] is an approxi- 
mation of f (z) of  exact order j + k + 1 (pj 4= ~) and 
with a numerator degree that is exactly k (lrj +1=/= 0). 
Thus they must be irreducible forms. 
Remark that the essence of the algorithm is a successive 
division of power series representing "residuals" of the 
Pad6 approximants. These are however interrupted to 
introduce constants that monitor the numerator degree. 
Therefore we have to keep track of the numerators too. 
Similar results may be obtained for a row. This is essen- 
tially a contraction of the previous algorithm and results 
in a continued fraction with general term 
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uiz .... l
[ wi + viz 
w i comes from a division of residual series Si(z ), 
v i is introduced to keep the numerator degree con- 
stant and u i is used for normalization of the Pad~ 
approximant. The details of this will not be given 
here; instead we directly introduce the nonnormal 
row-algorithm in the next section. 
4. ROW AND SAWTOOTH ALGORITHM (NON- 
NORMAL CASE) 
We begin with the row algorithm. To give a feeling for 
what is going on we describe ageneral step first. 
The continued fraction corresponding to row k will 
be of the general form 
n j 
[k/0] + i~l [pi(z) -qi'(z) 
pi(z) and qi(z) are polynomials. The forward recur- 
sion for the numerators is 
p(i+2) = (Pi+2 -q i+2 ) p( i+l)  + z/ai+ 2p(i). 
Choose Pi + 2 of degree )~i + 2 = k - d ° p(i + 1) resulting 
from the division of two residual series :
(Si+ 2/Si+3};i+2 --- [Pi+2 'z~i+3 gi+4]; 
Si +4 (0) ¢ 0 (compare with algorithm A1 (r)), then 
d° (Pi+ 2 p(i+ 17) < k. Next note that the second term 
in the above expression for P (i + 2) is of degree 
d ° p(i) +/ai+ 2 which may exceed k. Thus to keep 
d ° p(i+2) below k + 1, we choose qi+2' so that it 
"peels off" the excess terms in z/ai + 2p (i). Thus 
qi+2 is defined by 
{z/~i+2 p(i)/p(i +1)) k = [qi+2' R'] 
or as explained in the introduction : ff 
{~(i)/~ (i+ 1))+ = [qi,+ 2, R .  ] 
vi + 2 
(vi+2 =/~i+2-  ~ i+1-  1) 
then 
qi + 2 (z) = [qi'+ 2 (l/z) z vi + 2] z~'i + 2 + 1 
~,i+2 +1 
= qi+2(z) z 
We are now ready to better understand the formuLa- 
tion of algorithm R1. 
Given two formal power series Si(z ), i = 0, I with 




R1 : Initialization 
P(-l)(z)=zk; d l=0; X0=I 
{s0Czl/S I (z))~ = [p(0)(~), ~1 + k 
do = d ° p(0) (z) k 
for : i = i, 2 .... do the following : 
Xi-~k-di_  1 
S2(z)], $2(0 ) ~ 0 
(Si(z)/Si+ l(Z));i= [pi(z), Si+ l(Z)], [Si+ i(0 ) = 0] 
vi =/~i - ki - 1 - 1 
{z/~i p(i-2) (z)/p(i- l)(z))k [z)~i + 1 = qi(z), Si+ l(Z)] 
z)~i + 1 z/~i+1 Si+2(z) = Si+l(z) + qi(z) Si+ l(Z), 
[Si+ 2(0 ) ~ 0] 
p(i)(z) = pi(z ) p(i-1)(z) + Si+ 1 (z); di = d° P(i) (z)" 
We have the following :
Theorem 4
For algorithm R1 we have 
/a i
(17 f(z)= P(0)(z) + zk[ ~ I" z 
i= llpi(z) _qi(z) zXi + 1 
(2) 
z/~n 1 +, + Sn+2(z)[l. 
I Sn + i(z) 
The n-th convergent C (n) of the right hand side 
has p(n) as its numerator : 
C (n) (z) = P(n)(z) and d n = d ° p(n) (z) g k. 
Q(n)(z) 
z(n)(z) = Q(n)(z) f(z) - P(n)(z) = (-1) n z Nn Sn +2(z) 
Sl(Z) 
n+l  
N n - i~=l ~u i + k. 
(3) The successive convergents are the Pad~ approxi- 
mants in the reduced row L k. 
Proof 
(2) and (2) are by construction of the algorithm. 
(37 make use of the following properties, all trivial to 
verify for i • 0 : : 
i i i l l |  i i 
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/~i+l ~ ) , i+ l  > 0 and thus aho vi+ 1 ~ O, 
Si(0) :#O;Si(O)=O; 
Pi(0) = Si+l(0 ) 




Q(i)(0)= S1(0) 4:0. 
Si+1(0) 
This together with 
p(i)Q(i-1) _ Q(i)p(i- 1)= (_1)i-1 zNi-1 gives the 
irreducibility of p(i)/Q(i). 
The order of approximation being N i and di=d°P (i) g k, 
d ° Q(i) = Ni _ k - vi+ 1 - 1 then results in the desired 
conclusion. 
Remark that the polynomials Pi and qi fit together in 
)'i 1 k i+2 
_q0 z)~i+ _q l  z vi(z )= p0+Pl  z + ...+ P)ki z 
v i+)~i+l  
- . . . -qv iZ  
The first part (with the p's) augments the order of 
approximation, the second part (with the q's) keeps 
d i below k + 1. 
Algorithms related to R1 are found in [5, 6, 7, 29, 31, 
35,36]. 
Example 
If f ( z ) -  l+z  4 
1 -z 5 
then algorithm R1 gives 
S i (0)~0,  f(z)= S0(z) andL=kork+lw i th  
Sl(Z) 
k ;~ + 0, define algorithm K1 (L) by : 
ALGORITHM K1 (L) 
Initialization 
p(-1) = zL; p(0)(z) = p[kl0](z); do = dop(0)(z); 
Q(0) = 1 
s2(z) = z-L [s0(z ) - p(0)(z) st(z)] 
81=1; d_ l=L  
for i = 1, 2, 3 .... do the following : 
{p(i-2)(z)/p(i- 1)(z) }d i -1 - 5i [qi(z)' P(i)(z)]; 
d i = d ° p(i)(z) ' 
if L = k then 6 i + 1 = 1 -~i otherwise ~i + 1 = ~i 
Si+2(z) = Si(z ) + qi(z) Si+ l(Z) • 
The relation with Pad~ approximants on ascending 
paths follows from 
Theorem 5 
With the quantifies produced by algorithm K1 (L) we 
have 
Sn +2(z)11 1 + (1) f(z)= P(0)(z) + zL[i~=l [Sn+l(z) 
(2) The n-th convergent of this continued fraction is 
c(n)(z) = P(n)(z) 
Q(n)(z) 
z(n)(z) = Q(n)(z) f (z) - p(n)(z) = (-1) n z L sn + 2(z) 
L2 :1+[  z4 
1-z + z 2 -z  4 
Sl(Z) 
z3 I+ z I+... 
[ + [ -1 -z  [-1+ 2z-2z2+z 3 (3) TheC (n) form the ehments ofthe reduced stair- 
The sawtooth algorithm is much more difficult. In the 
nonnormal case there is no nice alternation between 
the two rows included in a sawtooth as there is be- 
tween the diagonals of a staircase ven in the non- 
normal case. Depending on the degree of numerator, 
denominator and order of the residual, alternative up- 
dating formulas are needed. This gives an algorithm 
which is very complicated when formulated as a divi- 
sion algorithm, so that it is not given here. For more 
details consult [5, 6, 29, 31, 35, 36] giving a Toeplitz 
factorization i terpretation of the same algorithm. 
5. ASCENDING STAIRCASES, ANTI-DIAGONALS 
The algorithm will in this case be concerned complete- 
ly with degree reduction for the numerator. The 
algorithm may he formulated as follows : 
Given two formal power series Si(z), i = O, 1 with 
case Uk when L = k and of the reduced anti- 
diagonal f/k when f. = k + 1. 
Proof 
Again (1) and (2) are by construction and (3) uses the 
following properties : 
Set Xi-- di_ 2 -d i _  1-  (1-~i) i~ 1, k0= 0, then 
X i ~, 0, Vi (X i > 0 except for L = k, then X2j ~ 0). 
Thus qi contains X i + 1 terms. Because its degree is. 
dir2 - d i -  1' it is clear that we have 
qi(z) = q~(z)z ~1-5i),- 1 -~ ie  {0,1} and qi(z)  is a 
polynomial of degree )k i. It can also be that 
d ° Q(i)(z) = L - d i_ 1" 
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(A) Let us take L = k first, then q2j(0) = 0,j = 1, 2 .... 
and since 
$2(0 ) = 0, also S2j(0 ) = O. 
Q(2J)(0) = Q(0)(0) :/= 0 and p(2J)(0)= P(0)(0):/=0. 
The above is sufficient for the C (2j) to be irre- 
ducible Pad6 approximants on the lowest anti- 
diagonal ]~k c O k. The odd convergents may 
however be reducible since they can enter a 
singular block in the last row. 
Because 
p(2j + 1)(z) Q(2j)(z ) _p(2j)(z )Q(2j + 1)(z) = -z  L 
and Q(2J)(0) p(2J)(0) 4= 0 we see that C (2j + 1) is 
of the form 
z#p.  (2j + 1)(z) with P" (2j + 1)(z) irreducible. 
z/~Q, (2j + 1)(z) Q, (2j + 1)(z) 
Since they have the correct approximation-order 
they form the other part t2 k _ 1 of  O k. 
(B) The case L = k + 1 : then 
d ° Q(i)(z) + d°p(i)(z) = L -d i _  1 + d i < L - 1. 
As before C (n) may be reducible but now for all 
values of n ~ 1. 
But C (n) is a Pad~ form anyhow. 
The O k algorithm is known in the normal case as 
the Baker [1, 8] or Kronecker algorithm. Its generaliza- 
tion to the nonnormal case has appeared in several 
places [11, 19, 25] and is related to the Euclid algorithm 
[251. 
Example :
f(z) - 1 +z 4 givesfor 
1 - z 5 
U4: l+z4+~14 + z~ 4 
and for 
11 E4: l+z  4+ z5 + 
I Z 3 
6. CONCLUSION 
Starting from the Viskovatoff-Routh division algorithm 
and its natural generalization to nonnormal Padd tables, 
we were able to give similar division algorithms for 
other paths in the Padd table than descending staircases. 
Thus we gave a general framework in which all known 
recursive algorithms fit and are generalized to algorithms 
for nonnormal tables. All the divisions we made were 
of "residual" series or of numerators. Dual algorithms 
using only the denominators are also possible, see 
[4, 5, 61. 
It is clear that the algorithms are applicable to as- 
symptotic power series, (e.g. [20, 27]). And slight 
adaptations make them fir for Laurent-Pad~ approxi- 
mations [15, 16, 10, 5, 6]. 
Algorithms like those of Gragg [8, 13] and Rutishauser 
[8] do not seem to fit in this frame in a simple way. 
On the other hand these algorithms may be extended 
for rational interpolation. The Thacher-Tukey algorithm 
[18] and the Thide algorithm [22, 30] are examples of 
an interpolation version of algorithm A1. See also [24]. 
For the "nonnormal" case cfr. [18, 34]. 
A warning concerning the numerical stability of these 
algorithms is in place here. This has been studied re- 
cently in [12, 38, 39]. The instability of the algorithms 
is quite understandable ff wekeep in mind that they 
are in fact fast factorization algorithms for Toeplitz or 
Hankel matrices, that do not allow a pivoting strategy. 
Therefore, ff we do not use exact arithmetic [37] or 
restrict ourselves to special applications [38, 39], great 
care must be taken for implementation of the above 
algorithms. 
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